Bella Blossoms Lap Quilt
A quilt doesn’t need to be complex to be stunning. This quilt is appealing
in its elegant simplicity. Pull out your spring greens, add a dose of rickrack
and appliqué, and you have an instant cure for spring fever!

Designed by Jeanne Large and Shelley Wicks; machine
quilted by Wendy Findlay
FINISHED QUILT: 50½" x 54½"

CUTTING
Cut all strips across the width of fabric.
From each of 2 green small-scale prints, cut:
1 strip, 6½" x 42"
1 strip, 2½" x 42"

MATERIALS
Yardage is based on 42"-wide fabric.
⅓ yard each of 5 green small-scale prints for
quilt center
1⅛ yards of gold print for inner border, circles, and
binding
1⅛ yards of green tone on tone for outer border
¼ yard of olive-green plush fabric for flowers*
9" x 25" piece of light-green small-scale print for
flower backgrounds
3½ yards of fabric for backing
59" x 63" piece of batting
5¼ yards of 1½"-wide gold rickrack
2⅞ yards of ⅝"-wide gold rickrack
⅔ yard of 18"-wide lightweight fusible web
Matching thread and invisible thread for appliqué
3 gold buttons, 1" diameter, for flowers
18" length of freezer paper

From each of 3 green small-scale prints, cut:
1 strip, 5½" x 42"
1 strip, 3½" x 42"
From the gold print, cut:
11 strips, 2½" x 42"*
From the green tone on tone, cut:
6 strips, 5½" x 42"; crosscut 1 strip into 4 squares,
5½" x 5½"
*If your fabric is at least 41" wide after washing and
removing selvages, 10 strips will be enough.

*This fabric is 60" wide. If you have scraps, a 9" x 22"
piece is enough.
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2. Trim the quilt center to measure 36½" x 40½".
361/2"

401/2"

PIECING

APPLIQUÉ

1. Sew the green small-scale 42"-long strips
together along their long edges in random
order, mixing the fabrics and strip widths to
make the quilt background. Press the seam
allowances in one direction.

1. To make a circle template, cut a 12" square
from freezer paper. Fold it in half and then in
half again so that it’s folded into quarters. Trace
the quarter-circle pattern on page 6 onto the
freezer-paper square and cut along the line.
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2. Iron the freezer paper onto the right side of the
remaining gold fabric and cut along the edge of
the freezer paper. Peel the freezer paper off the
fabric. Repeat to make three circles. You can
reuse the same freezer-paper template for all
three circles.

5. Center the appliqué shapes on the circles using
the pattern dots to help with placement; fuse
in place. Appliqué by hand or machine with
matching thread. For the plush fabric, we use
a slightly larger blanket stitch.

Crease
Crease

3. Referring to “Using Rickrack as an Edging” on
book page 95, sew the gold ⅝"-wide rickrack to
the edges of the circles. Turn the edges under
and press.
4. Referring to “Fusible-Web Appliqué” on book
page 92, use the patterns on page 7 to prepare
the following:

6. Fold the quilt top in half lengthwise to find the
center. Place the middle circle there, 1½" in
from the right edge. Place the top and bottom
circles 1½" from the side edge and 3½" from
the top and bottom edge. Pin in place and sew
around the edge of the circle, on the rickrack,
using invisible thread.
31/2"
11/2"

◆ 3 flower backgrounds from the light-green
fabric
◆ 3 flowers from the olive-green plush fabric
Center

Working with Plush Fabric
11/2"

The plush fabric is 100% polyester and can
burn or melt if your iron is too hot. Use a
low-heat setting on your iron and practice
with some scraps to find the correct setting.
You may have to pin the flowers in place
and then gently iron from the
back. It’s a bit tricky, but the
results are well worth the
extra effort for this quilt!
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ADDING THE BORDERS
1. Sew five gold 2½" x 42" strips end to end, if
necessary, to make one long continuous strip.
From this, cut four strips, 2½" x 40½". (If
your fabric is at least 41" wide after removing
selvages, simply cut four strips, 2½" x 40½".)
Sew two strips to the sides of the quilt. Press the
seam allowances toward the gold border. Sew
the two remaining strips to the top and bottom
of the quilt. Press.

5. Sew a green 5½" square to each end of the 40½"
strips. Press the seam allowances toward the
square. Sew one strip to the top and one to the
bottom with the rickrack edge next to the gold
inner border. Press the seam allowances toward
the gold border.

2. Sew the green tone-on-tone 5½" x 42" strips
end to end to create one long continuous strip.
From this, cut two strips, 5½" x 44½", and two
strips, 5½" x 40½".
3. Lay the gold 1½"-wide rickrack along one long
edge of an outer-border strip so the inner curve
of the rickrack is aligned with the outer edge.
The outer curve should be off the edge of the
border strip. Pin in place and sew using a small
zigzag stitch, keeping one edge of the stitch
along the outer edge of the border strip. Repeat
to sew rickrack along one edge of each border
strip. Using a rotary cutter and ruler, trim the
excess rickrack from each border strip.
Edge of
border
strip

4. Sew a green 5½" x 44½" border strip to each
side of the quilt, with the rickrack edge next
to the gold inner border. Press the seam
allowances toward the gold border.

Quilt assembly

FINISHING THE QUILT
1. Layer the backing, batting, and quilt top; baste.
2. Quilt as desired. Ours is custom quilted with
a swirling spiral design in the green areas and
a close serpentine design in the gold inner
borders.
3. Bind the quilt using the 2½"-wide gold strips.
4. Sew the gold buttons to the flower centers.
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Quarter circle
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Flower background
Make 3.

Flower
Make 3.

Patterns are reversed
for fusible appliqué.
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Rebecca’s Table Runner
This unique table runner is fresh and slightly quirky! It’s sure to
put a smile on your face and brighten your room in any season.

Designed by Jeanne Large and Shelley Wicks;
machine quilted by Wendy Findlay
FINISHED RUNNER: 30½" x 54½"

MATERIALS
Yardage is based on 42"-wide fabric. Fat quarters
measure approximately 18" x 21".
2⅛ yards of light-beige tone on tone for block
background, outer border, and binding
½ yard of dark-red print for star, flower C, flower
center B, and inner border
1 fat quarter of red print for star and flower A
1 fat quarter of gold print for star, flower B, and
flower center A
1 fat quarter of green print for star, leaves, and
flower center C
1⅞ yards of fabric for backing
39" x 63" piece of batting
2½ yards of ⅝"-wide green rickrack
1 yard of 18"-wide lightweight fusible web
Dark-brown thread for appliqué

CUTTING
Cut all strips across the width of the fabric unless
stated otherwise.
From each of the red, green, and gold fat
quarters, cut:
1 strip, 3½" x 21"; crosscut into 5 squares,
3½" x 3½"
1 strip, 4½" x 21"; crosscut into:
1 square, 4½" x 4½"
3 squares, 3½" x 3½"
From the dark-red print, cut:
1 strip, 4½" x 42"; crosscut into:
1 square, 4½" x 4½"
8 squares, 3½" x 3½"
4 strips, 1½" x 42"
From the light-beige tone on tone, cut:
4 strips, 4½" x 42"; crosscut into 32 squares,
4½" x 4½"
From the remaining light-beige tone on tone, cut
on the lengthwise grain:
1 strip, 12½" x 48½"
2 strips, 2½" x 50½"
2 strips, 2½" x 30½"
4 strips, 2½" x 58"
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PIECING
1. Using a pencil and ruler, lightly draw a diagonal
line from corner to corner on the wrong side of
each red, dark-red, gold, and green 3½" square.
2. Layer a marked square on one corner of a lightbeige 4½" square with right sides together as
shown. Sew from corner to corner directly on
the drawn line. Fold the corner back and align it
with the corner of the square beneath it; press.
Trim away excess layers of fabric beneath the
triangle, leaving ¼" seam allowance. Repeat
on the adjacent corner with a matching 3½"
square. Make four matching star-point units.

4. Sew a light-beige 4½" square to each end of the
remaining two matching star-point units. Press
the seam allowances toward the light-beige
squares. Sew the star-point units to the top
and bottom of the center unit. Press the seam
allowances toward the center.

5. Repeat steps 2–4 to make four Star blocks.
Make 4.

3. Sew two of the star-point units to the sides
of the matching 4½" square. Press the seam
allowances toward the center square.
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APPLIQUÉ

3. Arrange the appliqué shapes and fuse in place.
Stitch around each shape using dark-brown
thread and blanket-stitch either by hand or
machine.

1. Referring to “Fusible-Web Appliqué” on book
page 92, use the patterns on pages 5 and 6 to
prepare the following:
◆ 4 of flower A from remaining red fabric
◆ 4 of flower center A from remaining
gold fabric
◆ 4 of flower B from remaining gold fabric
◆ 4 of flower center B from remaining darkred fabric

ASSEMBLING THE RUNNER
1. Sew the four Star blocks together to make a row.
Press the seam allowances to one side. Sew the
row of Star blocks to the appliquéd panel. Press
the seam allowances to one side.

◆ 4 of flower C from remaining dark-red
fabric
◆ 4 of flower center C from remaining
green fabric

2. Sew the dark-red 1½" x 42" strips end to end
to create one long continuous strip. From this,
cut two strips, 1½" x 48½", and two strips,
1½" x 26½". Sew the 48½"-long strips to the long
sides of the runner. Press the seam allowances
toward the dark-red border. Sew the 26½"-long
strips to the ends of the runner. Press.

◆ 14 of leaf D from remaining green fabric
2. Using the diagram as a guide, arrange,
trim, and pin the rickrack on the light-beige
12½" x 48½" panel. Referring to “Using
Rickrack” on book page 95, sew the rickrack
down with matching thread.
161⁄4''

19''

131⁄4''

5''

33⁄4''
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3. Sew the light-beige 2½" x 50½"
strips to the long sides of the
runner. Press the seam allowances
toward the light-beige border. Sew
the light-beige 2½" x 30½" strips
to the ends. Press.

FINISHING THE RUNNER
1. Layer the backing, batting, and
quilt top; baste.
2. Quilt as desired. Ours is quilted in
an allover design.
3. Bind the quilt using the remaining
light-beige 2½"-wide strips.

Runner assembly

Flower C
Make 4.

D D
FlowerLeaf
center
Make
Make 14
for14.
quilt.

Flower center C
Make 4.

Patterns are reversed
for fusible appliqué.
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Flower A
Make 4.

Flower
center A
Make 4.

Patterns are reversed
for fusible appliqué.

Flower B
Make 4.

Flower center B
Make 4.
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Making a Quilt Sandwich
How to Piece a Backing, Select Batting,
Baste the Layers, and Quilt or Tie Your Quilt
Robin Strobel

ShopMartingale.com

What’s a Quilt Sandwich?

Choosing Batting

The quilt “sandwich” consists of backing, batting, and the
quilt top. First, you’ll cut the backing 4” to 6” longer and
wider than the quilt top. Then, if you’re planning to quilt
the project yourself, you’ll baste the layers together, using
thread if you’ll be hand quilting or safety pins if you’ll be
machine quilting. To complete the sandwich, you’ll quilt
either by hand or by machine. If you plan to have someone else do the quilting for you, you don’t need to baste
the layers, and oftentimes you don’t need to supply the
batting. But do check with your machine quilter before
assembling the quilt backing to make sure the size is sufcient for his or her needs.

Backing
g a Quilt
Q
The back of your quilt can be as fancy or as plain as you
want. If you are proud of your quilting I suggest you use a
solid or tone-on-tone fabric for your back, because then
the stitches will show well. If you’d prefer not to see the
quilting stitches on the back, then a fanciful print will help
hide them. I often piece the back using leftover fabrics.
This gives me an illusion of thrift, and makes the back fun
to look at.
Cut the backing and batting about 6" larger than your quilt
top, so that you have an extra 3" on all sides in case things
slip or have become uneven by the time you work your
way to the edges. More than one of my quilts have little
wedges of fabric and batting in the corners because I was
being parsimonious and only made the backing about 1"
larger than the quilt top. I had to add extra bits to complete the job, and boy, were they a hassle to sew!
Many patterns tell you to buy more fabric than you
really need for the back when, with a little creative piecing, you can get by with a lot less. If my quilt measures
between 45" and 60" wide, one way I save on backing is
to buy enough for the entire length (plus 6") and then cut
the fabric lengthwise into two pieces. I like to make my
lengthwise cut oƤ-center, so that I end up with two pieces
of diƤerent widths. I then cut and piece long strips of leftover fabrics from the quilt top (or from my stash), inserting
them between the two larger pieces of backing fabric. By
keeping everything deliberately oƤ center and the wide
pieces of unpieced backing at the sides, I make it hard to
see if everything is a little oƤ-angle

Quilt
length
plus 6"

Backing

I confess, I don’t do a lot of my own quilting these days,
and so I’m limited by the type of batting my machine quilter oƤers. I like the breathability of 100% cotton batting.
A quilter friend of mine has four kids, and she realized
when looking around the family room that they always
gravitated to certain quilts. She asked them why they liked
what they did, and every last one said it felt better than
the others. She looked at the quilts and realized that each
one of the favorites had cotton batting. The polyester
and poly-cotton quilts were admired, but no one cuddled
under them.
I’m a terrible hand quilter. My stitches make a goat laugh,
so I won’t pretend to be an expert. My hand-quilting
friends prefer to sandwich their quilts with 100% polyester batting, because it’s much easier to get the needle to
rock in and out as they make beautiful, tiny, even stitches.
When using polyester batting, be careful to choose one
that has some type of bonding, or the little white polyester bers may creep to the surface of your quilt and wave
in the breeze. This is called “bearding,” and it’s enough
to make Santa Claus get a buzz-cut. Murphy’s Law for
quilters states that bearding usually occurs with a blackbackground quilt and is impossible to control.
I do love machine quilting. You can be as creative or
as plain as you want. Once again, I like a 100% cotton
or sometimes an 80% cotton/20% polyester batting
because these types don’t stretch out of shape and are
breathable. Whatever type of batting you use, check the
manufacturer’s directions to see how closely it should be
quilted. Battings vary quite a bit in this regard.

Layering and Basting
If you quilt a quilt yourself, you need to layer the backing,
batting, and quilt top and then baste it all together so you
can quilt it. The main challenge is to keep all the layers
at, without wrinkling or shifting. I end up doing this on
the oor or in my friendly neighborhood quilt shop’s
classroom, where I can push several tables together. Of
course, I time this for when the shop doesn’t have a class,
and they are happy to accommodate me because I always
spend some money on fabric I can’t live without.

1

Lay the freshly pressed backing wrong side
up. Smooth it out so it’s at. I nd it helpful to use
masking tape or painter’s tape, taping the edges to the
oor or table about every 6" to 8" so it doesn’t shift.
Arrange the batting on top of the backing, patting it
smooth. Be careful not to tug and twist, just gently loft it
up and down to get it straight on the back. (If you’re using
a packaged batting that’s been folded, take it out of the
package the day before and uƤ it out to let the creases
relax before you start to baste.)

Cut the backing unevenly lengthwise and
add some pieced strips in the center.
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2

Center the pressed quilt top, right side up,
on the batting and backing. Check to be certain that
both the backing and batting extend several inches past
the quilt top on all sides (have I said this enough?).

3

Starting at the center, baste the three layers
together—either with a needle and strong thread or
with nonrusting safety pins. If you know how you’re going
to quilt the project, place the pins and stitches where they
won’t interfere with your quilting. Often people use thread
to baste quilts that will be be hand quilted, and safety
pins to baste quilts that will be machine quilted. That’s
because pins tend to get in the way of a quilting hoop,
but thread is hard to remove when it’s been repeatedly
stitched over by a machine.
Quilt top
Batting

ing thread than that used for piecing. Use a needle you are
comfortable with. I usually use a longer needle than my
expert friends because I have trouble hanging onto and
threading a little one. A thread wax or conditioner might
help keep the thread from tangling. Make a knot in the
thread and pop it through the backing so it sits between
the backing and batting. Bring the thread to the front.
When hand quilting, there are two stitches to choose from.
One is a running-type stitch where you rock the needle
from front to back to front for several stitches before pulling the thread through. The other stitch is done one at a
time in a stabbing motion. Stab directly to the back and
draw through, then over and directly up to the front in a
straight up and down motion. Of the two stitches, the running stitch is the more popular because it seems a little
quicker. (Okay, a lot quicker!)
End
of thread Quilt top

Backing
Basting

Beginning
Batting of thread

Backing

Masking
tape
Basting with thread

For machine quilting, a simple approach is to just quilt
with a straight stitch while using a walking foot (a special
sewing-machine presser foot that moves up and down,
“walking” across the fabric rather than sliding along it, so
that your layers of fabric and batting won’t bunch up as
you quilt). When machine quilting with a walking foot, you
can stitch “in the ditch” along a quilt block’s seam lines, or
on long diagonals or gentle curves.

Quilt top
Batting
Backing
Safety pins
Masking
tape
Basting with pins

4

Once everything is securely basted, remove
the masking tape. You’re ready to tackle quilting or
tying the layers together.

Quilting the Layers
You have several choices when it comes to quilting. Nowadays there are lots of talented long-arm machine quilters
ready to quilt your quilt with custom or commercially
available allover patterns. If you send your quilt out to be
quilted, check with the quilter to see how large she wants
the backing and what type of batting she uses. Be sure to
discuss what type of pattern you want, the colors of thread
to use, and of course the price.
If you want to quilt it yourself and have never quilted
before, whether you’re quilting by hand or machine I suggest you work on a small practice piece rst. Like everything else, it takes a little bit of doing it to achieve even,
straight stitches.
Hand quilting is usually done with a slightly heavier quilt-

Walking foot

Quilting in the ditch

If you’re more adventuresome, try free-motion quilting.
You’ll need to use a darning foot and be able to lower the
feed dogs on your machine. Feed dogs are the metal teeth
under the presser foot that grip the fabric and move it
forward and backward, and a darning foot jumps up and
down, releasing pressure on the fabric so that you’re free
to move the quilt layers under the needle. It also lets you
easily see where you’re stitching.

Feed dogs

Darning foot
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Now the fun starts! With free-motion stitching, the only
way the fabric will move is if you move it. Push it forward,
backward, or sideways as you push on the sewing machine
foot or knee pedal, and the fabric will move in that direction. Freeze in indecision, and the needle just plops up
and down in the same spot, making a knot. You can quilt
stars and owers and feathers—anything you can imagine!

Free-motion quilting

you want the ties to enhance the quilt, knot them on
the front.
Start at the center of the quilt and take a small stitch,
about ſ" to ¼" long, through all the layers. (Some
quilters like taking two stitches, one on top of the other).
Leave about a 2" tail. Pull the thread through and cut it,
leaving another 2" tail. If your ties are at least 4" apart
(and I hope for your sake that they are), you don’t have
to cut the thread before you move on to the next tie. Just
let the thread oat over the quilt to the next tie location.
After all of the ties have been stitched, carefully cut the
thread halfway between each tie.
Thread

Practice making smooth, even movements. Try running
the machine fast and try it slow. Some people do better
with the pedal to the oor, others with a grindingly slow,
even pace. (That’s me!) On my rst stitch, I pull the bobbin
thread to the surface so I won’t run over it a thousand
times. Then I take a stitch or two in the same place. When
I’m done quilting, I thread that tail on a needle and pull
it to the back. Others just take a stitch or two in the same
spot to anchor the thread and then quilt on. When you
need to stop, do so with the needle in the down position
so that you can resume stitching in the same exact spot.
Be careful when you start stitching again, because sometimes the weight of the quilt can drag it sideways and your
rst stitch ends up jumping quite beyond your control.

Batting

Quilt top

Backing

Make a square knot (right over left and under—left over
right and under) or a surgeon’s knot. A surgeon’s knot is
just like a square knot except you make one more wrap at
each step. Trim the tie ends if they seem too long.

Surgeon’s knot

Tying a Quilt

Square knot

You can tie together the layers of your quilt sandwich
instead of quilting it. I confess, I’m not a big fan of tying,
but it does have its uses, and a certain old-fashioned
charm that can make a quilt extra special. Tying is not as
durable at holding the layers together as quilting, so take
extra care when washing the quilt not to stress and stretch
it. Tying can also be hard on your hands, so take breaks if
you are working on a large project.

I especially like quilts that put a button in each or in some
of the ties. The button can be on the side of the quilt with
the knot (my preference) or on the other side. The knots
are made the same way whether you add buttons or not.

Use a heavyweight thread, such as pearl cotton or embroidery oss, and a heavy needle such as a sharp-tip tapestry
needle. If you do a lot of tying, there are some curved
needles on the market that are well worth the investment.
The curve makes it easy to take the stitch to the back and
front in one move.
Check the batting to see how closely it needs to be
quilted, and plan on placing your knots at least that close
together. Baste the layers together just as described for
quilting. You can hand baste, but I always pin baste
because I can do that faster.
When tying a quilt, the knots can be made either on the
front of the quilt or on the back—it’s completely up to
you. If you don’t want them to show, knot from the back. If
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SGHRLDSGNCHE(ŗLL@JHMF@PTHKSSG@SNSGDQPTHKSDQRVHKK
DW@LHMDBQHSHB@KKX

How to Make Binding with a Seamed Finish

(MPTHKSO@SSDQMR SGDCHQDBSHNMRTRT@KKXSDKKXNTGNVVHCD
SNBTSSGDRSQHORENQAHMCHMF@MCGNVL@MXRSQHORXNTŗKK
MDDC !TSVG@SHEXNTŗQDMNSVNQJHMFEQNL@O@SSDQM
!HMCHMFRSQHOR@QDFDMDQ@KKXBTS@MXVGDQDEQNLʗSNŻʗ
VHCD CDODMCHMFNMODQRNM@KOQDEDQDMBD@MCSGDSGHBJMDRRNESGDA@SSHMFTRDC 3NAHMC@PTHKS XNTMDDCDMNTFG
RSQHORSNFN@QNTMCSGDODQHLDSDQOKTRʗ 3NB@KBTK@SD
SGDSNS@KHMBGDR ƥQRSLD@RTQDSGDKDMFSG @MCSGDMSGD
VHCSGNESGDPTHKSSNO@CCSGNRDSVNMTLADQRSNFDSGDQ 
,TKSHOKXSGDSNS@KAXSVN@MC@CCʗSNSGDSNS@K 3G@SHR
SGDSNS@KKDMFSGNEAHMCHMFXNTŗKKMDDC 3NƥMCNTSGNV
L@MXRSQHORNEE@AQHBXNTMDDCSNBTS CHUHCDSGDMTLADQ
XNTITRSB@KBTK@SDCAXʗ@KHSSKDKDRRSG@MSGDTR@AKD
VHCSGNEOTQBG@RDCX@QC@FD 3NL@JDHSD@RXENQXNT 
SGDQDHR@ř!HMCHMF6NQJRGDDSŚ@SSGDDMCNESGHR@QSHBKD



 2DVSGDRSQHORSNFDSGDQDMCSNDMCSNL@JDNMDKNMF
 OHDBDNEAHMCHMF 3GDRD@LRMDDCSNAD@S@n
@MFKD MNSRSQ@HFGS@BQNRRSGDAHMCHMF (ESGDRD@LR@QD
RSQ@HFGS VGDMSGDAHMCHMFHRENKCDC@KKSGDRD@L@KKNV@MBDRRS@BJTO@MCENQL@GTFDKTLO (EXNTQRSQHOR@QD
BTSRDKU@FDSNRDKU@FD L@JD@n@MFKDRD@LAXOK@BHMF
SGDRSQHORQHFGSRHCDRSNFDSGDQ@SQHFGS@MFKDR@MCRSHSBGHMF
EQNLBNQMDQSNBNQMDQHMSGDCHQDBSHNMRGNVMRDDO@FD 
(EXNTRSHSBGEQNLSGDNOONRHSDCHQDBSHNM XNTDMCTOVHSG
SGDRSQHORINHMDC@SQHFGS@MFKDR 3G@SHRMNSTRDETK (JMNV
SGHREQNLQDOD@SDCDWODQHDMBD@MCHSRTQOQHRDRLDDUDQX
SHLDʖ3QHLSGDDWBDRRE@AQHB KD@UHMF@ANTS@źʗRD@L
@KKNV@MBD (EXNTQRSQHOR@QDBTSNMSGDAH@R SGDDMCRVHKK
@KQD@CXADBTS@S@n@MFKD ATSL@JDRTQDSGD@MFKDR@KK
RK@MSHMSGDR@LDCHQDBSHNMRNSG@SXNTQAHMCHMFKNNJRMHBD
@MCSHCX /QDRRSGDRD@L@KKNV@MBDRNODM /QDRRHMFSGD

%NQDW@LOKD HEXNTQPTHKSDCL@RSDQOHDBDLD@RTQDR
ŻʗWʗ ƥQRS@CCŻʗSNʗ VGHBGDPT@KR
Żʗ -DWS LTKSHOKXŻʗAXSNCDSDQLHMDSGD
PTHKSŗRBHQBTLEDQDMBDŻʗWʗ  CCʗSN
ʗSN@BBNTMSENQSTQMHMFBNQMDQR@MCOHDBHMFRSQHOR

2 Binding a Quilt

RD@L@KKNV@MBDRNODM@KRNJDDORSGDAHMCHMF@RƦ@S@MC
KTLO EQDD@RONRRHAKD
1/4"



 2SNORSHSBGHMFʗSNʗEQNLSGDRS@QSHMFONHMS@MC 
 QDLNUDSGDPTHKSEQNLSGDL@BGHMD +@XSGDPTHKS
DCFDƦ@S@MCNUDQK@OSGDRS@QSHMF@MCDMCHMFAHMCHMFS@HKR 
3QHLSGDS@HKRODQODMCHBTK@QSNSGDPTHKSDCFDRNSG@SSGDX
NUDQK@OAXexactlySGDR@LDVHCSG@RXNTQAHMCHMFRSQHOR 
%NQDW@LOKD HEXNTRS@QSDCVHSGŻʗAHMCHMFRSQHOR XNTŗC
NUDQK@OSGDRSQHORAXŻʗ 
21/2" overlap

Joining straight-cut strips
1/4"

QUICK TIP
Joining bias strips

(EXNT@QDKHJDLD@MCB@MŗSQDLDLADQGNVVHCD
XNTBTSXNTQAHMCHMFAXSGDSHLDXNTFDS@QNTMC
SNRDVHMFHS @MD@RXV@XSNCDSDQLHMDSGDAHMCHMF
VHCSGHRSNTRDSGDSQHLLDC NƤRDKU@FDDCFDEQNL
SGDS@HKNESGDAHMCHMFRSQHO (SŗRSGDR@LDVHCSG@R
SGDAHMCHMF HSCNDRMŗSRSQDSBGNTSNERG@OD @MCXNT
@KV@XRG@UDHSG@MCXŕMNRD@QBGHMFENQ@QTKDQʖ



 3QHLSGDRDKU@FDDMCEQNLSGDADFHMMHMFNESGD
 AHMCHMFRSQHO %NKCSGDRSQHOHMG@KEKDMFSGVHRD VQNMF
RHCDRSNFDSGDQ @MCOQDRR
Fold line



 2S@QSHMF@SSGDLHCCKDNMNMDRHCD@MC@KHFMHMFSGD
 Q@VDCFDR OK@BD@MDMCNESGDAHMCHMFRSQHONMSGD
QHFGSRHCDNESGDPTHKS !DFHMRSHSBGHMFʗSNʗEQNLSGD
RS@QSNESGDAHMCHMFTRHMF@źʗ VHCDRD@L@KKNV@MBD 4RHMF@V@KJHMFENNSSNRDVSGQNTFG@KKNESGNRDK@XDQRL@JDR
SGHRINAD@RHDQ@MCOQDUDMSRSGDK@XDQREQNLRGHESHMF@RXNT
RDV $MCSGDRSHSBGHMFźʗEQNL@BNQMDQNESGDPTHKS@MC
A@BJRSHSBG@RSHSBGNQSVN



 +HESSGDOQDRRDQENNS@MCSTQMSGDPTHKSRNSG@SXNTŗKK
 ADRSHSBGHMF@KNMFSGDMDWSRHCD %NKCSGDAHMCHMFTO 
@V@XEQNLSGDPTHKSSGDMENKCHSA@BJCNVMNMSNHSRDKE 
DUDMVHSGSGDQ@VDCFDNESGDPTHKSSNO

7

 3GHRHRVGDQDRDVHMFL@XFDS@KHSSKD@VJV@QC 
 1DLNUDSGDPTHKSEQNLSGDL@BGHMD 4MENKCSGDAHMCHMFRSQHOR@MCOK@BDSGDLQHFGSRHCDRSNFDSGDQ ODQODMCHBTK@QSNNMD@MNSGDQ ITRS@RXNTCHCVGDMRDVHMF@KK
SGNRDAHMCHMFRSQHORSNFDSGDQDMCSNDMC (KHJDSNCQ@V
@KHMDEQNLBNQMDQSNBNQMDQNMSGDVQNMFRHCDNENMDNE
SGDAHMCHMFRSQHOR@MCOHMADENQDRSHSBGHMF (SGDMCNTAKD
BGDBJSG@S(ŗLRSHSBGHMFSGDRD@LHMSGDBNQQDBSCHQDBSHNM 
(SFDSRUDQXM@RSXUDQXPTHBJKXHEXNTRSHSBGNMSGDVQNMF
CH@FNM@K@MCSQHLADENQDXNTQD@KHYDVG@S@MHCHNSXNTŗUD
ADDM 8DR(ROD@JEQNLDWODQHDMBD @MCNEBNTQRD(CHCMŗS
G@UD@MXDWSQ@E@AQHB 2SHSBG@BQNRRSGDBNQMDQCH@FNM@KKX 
EQNLNMDONHMSSNSGDNSGDQVGDQDSGDAHMCHMFRSQHOR
HMSDQRDBS @RRGNVM "GDBJSG@SXNTQAHMCHMFHRITRSSGD
QHFGSKDMFSGENQSGDPTHKS SGDMSQHLSGDDWBDRRBNQMDQ KD@UHMF@FDMDQNTRźʗRD@L@KKNV@MBD 



 2SHSBGEQNLSGDENKCNESGDAHMCHMF@KNMFSGDDCFDNE
 SGDPTHKSSNO RSNOOHMFźʗEQNLSGDBNQMDQ@RADENQD 
2NLDPTHKSDQRCNMŗSKHJDSNRS@QSRSHSBGHMFEQNLSGDENKC
ATSHMRSD@CRS@QSźʗEQNLSGDBNQMDQ@MCS@JD@A@BJRSHSBG 
,XL@BGHMDCNDRMNSNAIDBSSNRS@QSHMF@SSGDENKC RN
SG@SŗRSGDV@X(CNHS 1DOD@SSGDLHSDQHMF@MCRSHSBGHMF
OQNBDRRNMSGDQDL@HMHMFDCFDR@MCBNQMDQR

3 Binding a Quilt

Draw diagonal line. Pin ends
together, matching corners.

Stitch along line
and trim excess.



 %HMFDQ OQDRRSGDRD@L@MCQDENKCSGDAHMCHMF 2SHSBG
 SGDK@RSEDVHMBGDRNESGDAHMCHMFSNSGDPTHKS NUDQK@OOHMFSGDADFHMMHMFRSHSBGDR (CD@KKXSGDAHMCHMFVHKKƥS
SGDPTHKSDW@BSKX ATSHEXNTQLD@RTQHMF@MCRSHSBGHMF@BBTQ@BXVDQD@KHSSKDNƤ XNTB@MD@RDHMNQRKHFGSKXRSQDSBG
SGDAHMCHMFRNMNOTBJDQRNQSTBJRENQL



 ,@JD@AHMCHMFRSQHOSNƥSXNTQOQNIDBS@RCDRBQHADC
 HMRSDONEř'NVSN,@JD!HMCHMFVHSG@2D@LDC
%HMHRGʗRDDO@FD



 3QHLNMDDMCNESGDAHMCHMFRSQHO@S@n@MFKDSG@S
 RK@MSRHMSGDR@LDCHQDBSHNM@RSGD@MFKDNESGDRD@LR
HMSGDAHMCHMFRSQHO 3TQMTMCDQźʗ@MCOQDRR %NKCSGD
RSQHOHMG@KEKDMFSGVHRD VQNMFRHCDRSNFDSGDQ @MCOQDRR
Fold line

Refold binding and finish
stitching to the quilt top.



 %NKCSGDAHMCHMFNUDQSGDQ@VDCFDRNESGDPTHKSSN
 SGDA@BJ VHSGSGDENKCDCDCFDBNUDQHMFSGDQNVNE
L@BGHMDRSHSBGHMF 2NLDODNOKDKHJDSNOHMSGDAHMCHMF
HMOK@BD @MCNSGDQRTRDAHMCHMFBKHOR (CNMŗSANSGDQVHSG
DHSGDQ ATSHMRSD@CGNKCHSHMOK@BDVHSGLXKDESG@MCVGHKD
RSHSBGHMFVHSGLXQHFGS '@MCRSHSBGHMOK@BDTRHMF@LNCHƥDCS@BJRSHSBG ,@JD@JMNS@SSGDDMCNEXNTQSGQD@C@MC
GHCDHSHMSGDENKC 3@JD@KHSSKDRSHSBGHMSGDA@BJHMFE@AQHB
@MCOTKKSGDSGQD@CSGQNTFG 1TMSGDMDDCKDHM@KNMFSGD
ENKCNESGDAHMCHMFENQ@ANTSźʗSGDMMHO@SHMXOHDBDNE
SGDA@BJHMF "NMSHMTDHMSGHRL@MMDQTMSHKITRSO@RSSGD
L@BGHMD RSHSBGDCBNQMDQSGDMENKCSGDMDWSRHCDSNSGD
A@BJRNHSENQLR@LHSDQDCBNQMDQ 3@BJSGDLHSDQHMOK@BD
@MCBNMSHMTDRSHSBGHMF 3GDBNQMDQRNMSGDEQNMSNESGD
PTHKSLHSDQ@TSNL@SHB@KKX



 %NKKNVRSDORŔNEř'NVSN,@JD!HMCHMFVHSG
 @2D@LDC%HMHRGŚSNRSHSBGSGDAHMCHMFSNSGDPTHKS 
DWBDOSADFHMRSHSBGHMFNMKXʗSNʗEQNLSGDDMCNESGD
AHMCHMF



 2SNOʗSNʗADENQDSGDRS@QSHMFONHMS@MCQDLNUD
 SGDPTHKSEQNLSGDL@BGHMD +@XSGDDMCNESGDAHMCHMFNUDQSGDADFHMMHMF@MCSQHLSGDDMC@S@M@MFKDRN
HSNUDQK@ORSGDADFHMMHMFAX@ANTSŻʗSNŻʗ (TRT@KKX
L@QJSGD@MFKDVHSG@ODMBHK@MCITRSTRD@O@HQNERBHRRNQRSNBTS ADB@TRDHSCNDRMNSMDDCSNADDW@BS /KD@RD
CNMŗSCNVG@S(ŗUDCNMD@MCSQHLHSHMSGDVQNMFCHQDBSHNM 
(SV@RM@RSXSNƥW -NVRHLOKXSTBJSGDDMCNESGDAHMCHMF
HMRHCDSGDENKCNESGDADFHMMHMFDCFD@MCƥMHRGRSHSBGHMF
SGDAHMCHMFSNSGDPTHKS 
1/2"–11/2"

Quilt back
Trim.

How to Make Binding with a Tucked-in Finish
3GDRDBNMCLDSGNCENQRDVHMFAHMCHMFHR@KLNRSHCDMSHB@K
SNSGDƥQRS DWBDOSSG@SSGDDMCNESGDAHMCHMFHRRHLOKX
STBJDCHMSNSGDADFHMMHMF (SHRD@RX@MCPTHBJ VHSGMN
LD@RTQHMF ATSVGDQDSGDADFHMMHMFNESGDAHMCHMFINHMR
SGDDMCSGDQDHR@KHSSKDATLOSG@SXNTL@XNQL@XMNS
ƥMCNAIDBSHNM@AKD (E(ŗLL@JHMF@RL@KKOQNIDBSKHJDOK@BD
L@SR NQ@PTHKSSG@SVHKKADKNUDCSNCD@SG (NESDMNOSENQ
SGHRSDBGMHPTD .* HSENQLR@ATLO !TSHSHR@RL@KKATLO
SG@SNMKX@BQHSHB@KPTHKSDQVHKKMNSHBD @MCHSCNDRMNSLD@M
SG@SXNTKNUDXNTQRHW LNMSG NKCA@AXNQ XD@Q NKC
FQ@MCE@SGDQ@MXKDRRADB@TRDXNTFHUDGHL@PTHKSL@CD
SGHRV@Xʖ

“Bump”

Tuck end of the binding in the beginning
and continue sewing to the quilt.



 !DENQDXNTENKCSGDAHMCHMFSNSGDPTHKSA@BJ@MC
 RSHSBGHS@RHMRSDONEř'NVSN,@JD!HMCHMFVHSG@
2D@LDC%HMHRG ŚNOONRHSD S@JD@EDVG@MCRSHSBGDR@KNMF
SGDADFHMMHMFDCFDŗRENKCRNHSHR@MBGNQDCSNSGDDMC 
3GDMENKCSGDAHMCHMFSNSGDA@BJNESGDPTHKS@MCBNMSHMTD
RSHSBGHMF

4 Binding a Quilt

How to Make Continuous Bias Strips
0THKSDQRRDDLSNDHSGDQKNUDL@JHMFBNMSHMTNTRAH@R
RSQHORNQCHRC@HMHS 3QXHS@SKD@RSNMBD@MCRDDVG@SXNTQ
NOHMHNMHR



 "TS@RPT@QDSGDRHYDMDDCDC@BG@QSNMO@FD
 RGNVRU@QHNTRRPT@QDRHYDR@MCGNVL@MXHMBGDR
NEAH@RRSQHORD@BGRHYDXHDKCR 6GDMCDBHCHMFGNVAHF
SNL@JDXNTQRPT@QD QDLDLADQSG@SHSŗRD@RHDRSHESGD
RPT@QDŗRCHLDMRHNMR@QDDUDMKXCHUHCDCAXSGDVHCSGXNT
V@MSXNTQBTSRSQHORSNAD %NQDW@LOKD HEXNTŗQDBTSSHMF
ŻʗRSQHOR XNTŗKKV@MS@RPT@QDSG@SŗRDUDMKXCHUHCDCAX
  RTBG@Rʗ ²  



 /QDRRSGDRD@L@KKNV@MBDRNODM 6NQJHMFNMSGD
 VQNMFRHCDNESGDE@AQHB LD@RTQD@MCL@QJO@Q@KKDKKHMDRSG@SDPT@KSGDVHCSGNEXNTQCDRHQDCAHMCHMF
RSQHO !DB@TRDXNTŗQDL@QJHMFNMSGDAH@R S@JDB@QDMNSSN
RSQDSBGSGDE@AQHB@RXNTL@QJ 6GDMXNTQD@BGSGDDMCNE
SGDE@AQHB HEXNTG@UD@MXKDESNUDQSG@SVNTKCADM@QQNVDQ
SG@MSGDVHCSGNEXNTQAHMCHMFRSQHO RHLOKXSQHLHSNƤ
2"

B

A



 "TSSGDRPT@QDHMG@KECH@FNM@KKX@MCSGDMRDVSGD
 SVNG@KUDRA@BJSNFDSGDQ@KNMFSGDHQRGNQSDCFDR @R
RGNVM SNL@JD@O@Q@KKDKNFQ@L #NMŗSVNQQXXNTCNMŗS
MDDCSNJMNVFDNLDSQXʖ-NSHBDSG@SVGDM@KHFMHMFSGD
SQH@MFKDR SGDSHONENMDSQH@MFKDRGNTKCDWSDMCADXNMCSGD
DCFDNESGDNSGDQSQH@MFKD 3GDOHDBDRRGNTKCHMSDQRDBSźʗ
EQNLSGDDCFDR



 !QHMFSNFDSGDQSGDSVNRSQ@HFGS FQ@HMDMCRNESGD
 E@AQHBL@QJDC @MC!HMSGDCH@FQ@L 3GDE@AQHB
RGNTKCADQHFGSRHCDRSNFDSGDQ@MCVHKKENQL@STADVGDM
XNTGNKCSGDDMCRSNFDSGDQ 2GHESDMC RNSG@SHSL@SBGDR
SGDƥQRSKHMDNMDMC! @MCSGDMOHMSGDSVNDMCRSNFDSGDQ
VHSGSGDQ@VDCFDRDUDM (ESGDE@AQHBEDDKR@AHS@VJV@QC
@MCVNMŗSK@XƦ@S SGDMXNTŗUDCNMDDUDQXSGHMFBNQQDBSKXʖ
4RHMF@źʗRD@L@KKNV@MBD RSHSBGSGDDMCRSNFDSGDQ@MC
OQDRRSGDRD@L@KKNV@MBDRNODM

A

B
A

B

5 Binding a Quilt



 4RHMFRBHRRNQRRNQQX @QNS@QXBTSSDQVNTKCRODKK
 CHR@RSDQGDQDʖ BTSNMSGDL@QJDCKHMDR RS@QSHMF@S
NMDTMDUDMDMCNESGDSTAD "TSBNMSHMTNTRKXSGQNTFGSGD
DMSHQDSTADŕXNTŗKKDMCTOVHSGDMNTFGAH@RAHMCHMFENQ
XNTQOQNIDBS 

Cut along lines to form
a continuous strip.



 %NKCSGDAHMCHMFHMG@KE VQNMFRHCDRSNFDSGDQKHJD 
 @MXNSGDQAHMCHMF @MCOQDRR 8NTŗQDQD@CXSN@OOKX
SGDAHMCHMFSNXNTQPTHKSʖ

Continuous Bias Fabric Requirements
Size of Fabric Square Needed

Standard
Quilt Size

Quilt
Dimensions

Binding Needed
in Inches*

%NQʗ!HMCHMF2SQHO

%NQŻʗ!HMCHMF2SQHO

"QHA

ʗWʗ

ʗ

ʗWʗ

ʗWʗ

3VHM

ʗWʗ

ʗ

ʗWʗ

ʗWʗ

%TKK

ʗWʗ

ʗ

ʗWʗ

ŻʗWŻʗ

0TDDM

ʗWʗ

ʗ

ʗWʗ

ʗWʗ

*HMF

ʗWʗ

ʗ

ʗWʗ

ŻʗWŻʗ

*The amount of binding given is generous; it includes 10" extra for seaming and turning corners.

6 Binding a Quilt

Start-to-Finish Machine Binding

3GDRDBNMCV@XSNƥMHRGAXL@BGHMDHRSNƥQRSRDVSGD
AHMCHMFSNSGDA@BJNESGDPTHKSHMRSD@CNESGDEQNMS 3GDM
ENKCSGDAHMCHMFSNSGDEQNMSRNSGDDCFDITRSBNUDQRSGD
RSHSBGHMFKHMD@MCOHMHMOK@BD 2SHSBGA@QDKXHMRHCDSGD
DCFDNESGDAHMCHMF TRHMFLNMNƥK@LDMS SGQD@CSG@S
L@SBGDRSGDAHMCHMF NQDUDM@CDBNQ@SHUDRSHSBG (MDDC@
KHSSKDLNQDOQ@BSHBD@SRDVHMFAHMCHMFSNSGDA@BJNESGD
PTHKS ATSHSG@RCDƥMHSDONRRHAHKHSHDR DRODBH@KKXENQHSDLR
SG@SFDSTRDC@MC@ATRDCKHJDOK@BDL@SR@MCGNSO@CR

(EXNTCHRKHJDNQG@UDCHƧBTKSXRSHSBGHMFAXG@MC XNT
B@MRDVSGDAHMCHMFBNLOKDSDKXAXL@BGHMDʖ3GDQD@QD
@BNTOKDNEV@XRSNCNHS 3GDƥQRSV@XVNQJRKHJDSGHR
(MRSD@CNEG@MCRSHSBGHMFSGDAHMCHMFSNSGDPTHKSA@BJ 
TRDXNTQL@BGHMD RSNOOHMFVHSGSGDMDDCKDCNVMVGDM
XNTQD@BG@BNQMDQ 1@HRDSGDOQDRRDQENNS@MCQNS@SDSGD
PTHKS ONRHSHNMHMFHSSNRSHSBG@KNMFSGDMDWSRHCD ,@JDRTQD
SGDBNQMDQHRSTBJDCHM@MCLHSDQDCADENQDXNTKNVDQSGD
OQDRRDQENNS@MCBNMSHMTDRSHSBGHMF 6GDMCNMDVDKK SGD
RSHSBGHMFKHMDCHR@OOD@QRHMSGDKHSSKDBQDUHBDADSVDDMSGD
AHMCHMF@MCSGDPTHKSSNO ,HMDVNAAKDR@KKNUDQSGDOK@BD
@MCHRTTTFKX 

Binding Work Sheet

Quilt
width

0THKSKDMFSG>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
+
0THKSVHCSG>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Quilt
length


3NS@K>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

3NS@KBHQBTLEDQDMBD>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
ʗ
3NS@KKDMFSGNEAHMCHMF>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
²ʗ
-TLADQNERSQHORSNBTSQNTMCTO>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
 BTSVHCSGNEAHMCHMFHMHMBGDR
,HMHLTLX@QC@FD>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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